
Candor ®

Guest Seating

Candor is straightforward and open—elegantly balanced and simply detailed, with an 

unmistakable dash of personality. Offering comfort and design unexpected at its price 

point, Candor sets a new standard in value and meets all of your guest seating needs, 

with two distinct styles to complement any environment. Use Candor in a variety of 

applications—from private offices and open plan spaces to hospitality, conferencing, 

and dining areas.



Two Approaches. Multiple Aesthetics.

Available in two design styles with a variety of back options, Candor’s 

low profile and slim frame make it perfect for compact spaces and 

a range of aesthetic applications. Candor Classic complements a 

timeless, transitional style with a classically curved back leg and 

gracefully bowed seat back for a polished, professional air. Candor 

Modern goes bolder with a strong, angular back leg that agrees  

with a progressive, contemporary environment.

Features

With a focus on refined details and performance, Candor sets a  

new standard for design and quality at its price point.

User comfort is built in – Precision molded foam on a webbed 

suspension and curved slats cradle the back.

Quality craftsmanship – Mortise-and-tenon joinery, double  

dowel construction, and cross-blocked corners ensure durability.

Harmonizes with any environment – Select from a variety  

of Haworth standard wood finishes or match your own with  

custom finishing.

Unexpected details – Double stitching, sculpted legs, and profiled  

arm edges elevate Candor’s design above other seating in its class.

Environmentally thoughtful – Made from certified sustainable, 

managed-forest beech wood.

Colors, Materials, Finishes

Choose from standard wood finishes, or match your own finish 

flawlessly. Add fabrics and leathers from the Haworth Surface 

Collection or Haworth+ offering, which includes Carnegie, Luna 

Textiles, and Maharam fabrics to harmonize with any environment.

To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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